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Introduction

Integrated risk management aims to mitigate the risk caused by natural hazards to persons, animals, infrastructures and to achieve protection goals
through the application of approved mitigation measures. Thereby, risk to an
object ݅ associated with a scenario ݆ is a function of [3]:
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probability of occurrence of scenario ݆,

݁ presence probability of object ݅ in scenario݆,
ܸ

vulnerability of object ݅ in scenario j,

ܣ

value of object ݅.

Warning systems mitigate the overall risk level by reducing ݁ and with sufficient warning time ܸ can be reduced [10]. One of the first automated warning system in Switzerland is the snow avalanche detection system in
“Mahnkinn”, commissioned by a railway company in 1953 [20]. Since then,
the use of viable warning systems has increased considerably, and warning
systems have been established by a number of different institutions according
to different needs specific to various natural hazard processes all over Switzerland. To date the systems are often installed as prototypes where technical
developments are tailored to specific projects and there is little standardisation
between systems [11]. In order to incorporate warning systems as standard
measures in an integrated risk management strategy for natural hazards, their
reliability must be quantifiable. Warning systems are complex technical systems and to efficiently access their reliability requires an holistic system approach considering the system design and the technical failures as well as the
natural hazard process characteristics and the human influences. A system
classification is the first step towards such a method, since it allows the identification of system reliability criteria in a structured manner. At present a recognized classification of this kind does not exist.

Abstract: Intensified efforts are being made to establish warning systems as
efficient components of an integrated risk management strategy for natural
hazards. While testing and reliability analyses are well established procedures
for active protection measures such as dams, rockfall nets and galleries, methods and conventions for evaluating the reliability of warning systems are lacking. To incorporate warning systems as standard measures of an integrated risk
management strategy for natural hazards, their reliability must be quantifiable.
The aim of this contribution is to establish appropriate reliability quantification
methods for warning systems by classifying them according to characteristics
relevant to assessing their reliability. Firstly, chief natural hazard processes in
Switzerland in need of warning systems are selected and system relevant process characteristics such as the role of the geographical disposition of the event
site, trigger events and dynamic process parameters are clarified. In three examples the influence of the process characteristics on the monitoring possibilities with respect to the system lead time is illustrated. A system classification is
suggested, which classifies the systems in i) threshold systems, ii) expert systems and iii) model-based expert systems. The classification is applied to 52
warning systems in Switzerland and for each system class typical characteristics such as the lead time, the geographical range, the degree of human influence vs. technical influence and direct vs. indirect monitoring possibilities are
identified. The classification allows a structured identification of reliability criteria for each class and is a first step towards development of a method for
quantifying the reliability of warning systems for natural hazards.

Glantz [8] discusses system types and classification criteria, but argues that
even a simple definition for the term warning system is not practical and thus
limits the system diversity, the space for interpretations and the opportunity
for future system advancements. The Swiss Federal Office for Civil Protection distinguishes between warning, which is a notification to authorities, and
alarm, which is issued directly to general public [6]. According to the United
Nations Office for Disaster Risk Reduction [14], a warning system is “a set of
capacities needed to generate and disseminate timely and meaningful warning
information to enable individuals, communities and organizations threatened
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by a hazard to prepare and to act appropriately and in sufficient time to reduce
the possibility of harm or loss”. Monitoring is a part of warning, but it does
not include automatic issued warning possibilities and is thus no warning system [8]. Bell et al. [2] classify warning systems in monitoring, expert and
alarm systems, but emphasize that a sharp system classification is not convenient. These approaches and ideas are the starting point for the development of
the classification proposed in this paper.

2

Hazard processes and warning systems in Switzerland

The geography of Switzerland implicates that natural hazards often involve
water or mass movement processes. The landscape is characterised through
rivers and more than 1500 lakes, and the Alps cover 60% of the country
[22,23]. The most frequent events in Switzerland are forest fires, earthquakes,
floods, (thunder) storms, rock and snow avalanches, debris flows, rock/ block
and ice falls, permanent landslides, flash floods and glacier lake outburst
floods (GLOF) [21]. Floods, hail and storm have been causing the highest
property damages since 1990 [13], while the number of flood, debris flow,
landslide and rockfall damages between 1972 and 2007 were dominated by
six major flood events [12]. They caused over 50% of the total damages recorded and were mainly triggered through long-lasting rain fall [12]. Permanent landslides, debris flows and rockfalls caused 64 fatalities while floods
caused 46 deaths between 1972 and 2007 (Rockfall events have only be recorded since 2002). Snow avalanches have the highest fatality rate with about
25 deaths each winter, of which a great number are self-inflicted by mountaineers and off-piste skiers [12].
The range of warning systems identified in four Cantons of Switzerland
(Bernese Oberland, Grison, Ticino and Valais) mainly covers the variety of
hazard processes identified (Figure 1). The documentation and analysis of
these 52 active warning systems is the basis for the classification. Thereof are
four systems operated by specialist departments on a national scale (Federal
Office for the Environment (FOEN) - flood, MeteoSchweiz - meteo hazards,
Swiss Seismological Service (SED) - earthquake, WSL Institute for Snow and
Avalanche Research SLF - snow avalanches). The identified systems are installed for ten different hazards processes and classified following the suggestion from Dikau and Weichselgartner [4].
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Figure 1. Number of systems identified for different hazard processes.
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Hazard process characteristics and system monitoring possibilities

3.1

Hazard process characteristics

Natural hazard processes can be divided into an initiating hazard event and a
resulting damaging event in the case that objects of value are hit. Each hazard
event is characterised through its process characteristics. The basic disposition determines the general and long-term potential for a hazard process of a
certain area. It is defined through parameters such as the topography, geology,
geomorphology, hydrology and vegetation. The variable disposition is characterised by time dependent parameters such as state of vegetation, rain, snow
and temperature changes. The basic disposition determines if an area is endangered and the variable disposition when and how often events take
place[18]. Keefer [15] lists common trigger events, which are pre-events that
activate main hazard events, such as precipitation, snow melt, frost actions,
human-induced cutting of slopes, weathering processes, deposition of material
on slopes, changing in ground water conditions, surface drainage, blasting,
tectonic deformation and earthquakes. For an event to occur both triggers and
the variable disposition must be critical and coincide [18]. Each hazard process itself is marked through specific dynamic process parameters.
For example, the basic disposition of a debris flow torrent could be characterised by the presence of a glacier, a terrain with steep slope and curvature,
while the variable disposition depends on the availability of additional loose
debris material. Trigger events can be short and intensive precipitation, long
4
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rainy periods, intense snow and ice melting, hail and outburst of sub-surface
flows or a combination of them. For debris flows, characteristic dynamic
process parameters are flow depth, velocity, volume and density [9].
3.2

System monitoring possibilities

Warning systems monitor different hazard process characteristics. The choice
of the monitoring parameters depends on the hazard process and determines
the system lead time (Figure 2). Two situations can be distinguished:

Figure 2. Reliability relevant hazard process characteristics and monitoring parameters.
Figure aligned to [26].

1. System lead time = alarm time: the system directly monitors the dynamic
process parameters during the ongoing hazard event. The alarm time is less or
equal to the event time. Thus, the alarm time depends on the velocity of the
process and the distance between the warning system and endangered objects.
2. System lead time = warning time + alarm time: the system monitors direct
or indirect changes in the disposition or indirect trigger events. The potential
warning time is the time between the appearances of the changes in disposition and triggers until the start of the damaging event. The lead time is the
warning plus the alarm time.
The geographical coverage of a system is defined as the area covered by the
monitoring system. The system coverage can be international, national, regional or local (catchment and endangered objects below). The geographical
resolution is the minimum area that can be monitored.
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influence of process characteristics on the system monitoring parameters in
the following three examples.
The Swiss Federal Institute for Forest, Snow and Landscape Research (WSL)
operates a local debris flow warning system at Illgraben in Canton Valais.
The system aims to detect ongoing events by monitoring specific dynamic
process parameters. Geophones and radars are controlled by a logger, which
initiates an alarm if certain thresholds for ground motion and water level are
exceeded. This alarm automatically triggers acoustic and optic signals to warn
the population in the catchment area. Additionally, authorities responsible for
managing the hazard are informed directly and data of the event is stored in a
database. Here the lead time is equal to the alarm time [1].
A local rock avalanche system was installed at Preonzo in Canton Ticino
which was able to provide sufficient warning time of an event in May 2012.
Prediction of the release time was possible through monitoring the variable
disposition [7]. Rock avalanches, although spontaneous events [24], have
typically long warning times, as they start with visible cracks, move slowly
and accelerate over time [17]. In Preonzo extensometers and a theodolite were
installed to directly measure pre-failure movements of the rock-mass at regular intervals. An alarm was sent to the authorities and geologists whenever a
specific velocity threshold was exceeded. The decision about further actions
was made by the experts after analysing the input data. The acceleration of the
rock-mass was evaluated in simple models to predict critical failure. Final
evacuation decisions were made based on these models and information
drawn from indirect rain data. The lead time incorporated the warning time.
The national avalanche warning system operated by SLF issues information
about the avalanche danger level for specific alpine regions and the Jura daily
at 5pm as forecast for the following day during the winter. Avalanche forecasters use measurements of snow height, amount of fresh snow, air and snow
temperature, solar radiation, wind direction and wind speed. This data inputs
are crucial for judging the snowpack stability and the release of avalanches,
because they affect the variable disposition. The data are collected from 180
automatic measuring stations and observers in the field. In addition, experts
consult meteorological forecasts and complex snowpack models for generating two public and daily avalanche bulletins. The lead time incorporates the
warning time [25].

Dikau and Weichselgartner [4], Felgentreff and Glade [5], Keller and Blodgett [16] and Lang et al. [19] discuss speed and duration, warning times as
well as the geographical range of different hazard processes. We discuss the
5
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System classification and application

We propose a generic classification that takes into account the monitoring
possibilities and distinguishes between three system types i) threshold systems, ii) expert systems and iii) model-based expert systems. The classification has some similarities to the one given by Bell [2], but is more refined and
does not incorporate monitoring systems. Expert and alarm systems are further differentiated according to certain system characteristics. The application
of the classification on 52 systems identified in Switzerland revealed that each
system class incorporates similar system characteristics (Table 1).
Table 1. Classification of the 52 systems identified in Switzerland. Individual system characteristics which derivate from the typical characteristic for a certain system class
are illustrated in grey font.
Threshold
(34)

Expert
(14)

Model-based expert
(4)

system lead time

alarm (34)

warning/ alarm (13)
alarm (1)

warning/alarm (4)

geographical
coverage

national (2)
regional (1)
local (31)

national (1)

national (3)
regional (1)

geographical
resolution

local (34)

local (14)

regional (4)

type of monitoring

direct (33)

direct (14)
indirect (7)

indirect (4)

first decision instance

threshold (33)

threshold (14)

threshold (1)
no (3)

final decision instance

threshold (33)

expert (14)

experts (4)

model-based decision

no (33)
complex models (1)

simple model (14)

complex models (4)

yes (34)

no (14)

no (4)

one (21)
multiple (13)

one (6)
multiple (8)

multiple (4)

endangered object (33)
public (1)
authorities (31)
system operator (33)

endangered object (14)
public (6)

interest groups (4)
public (4)

Type
Characteristics

automated actions
warning levels
information receiver
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flows, snow avalanches, rock/ block and ice falls, GLOFs and flash flood. The
geographical coverage and resolution is local. Dynamic process parameters
are directly monitored in the field. A threshold determines if an alarm is issued e.g. in the form of colored or flashing lights or acoustic signals. Alarm
signals are automatically provided in one or multiple states of alarm to the
endangered objects, authorities and system operators.
Expert systems are installed for processes with longer lead times such as rock
avalanches and permanent landslides and have lead times on the order of
minutes to years. The systems installed are site specific and thus the geographical coverage and resolution of the systems is local. The parameters
monitored in the variable disposition are direct changes similar to the real
process parameters. The alarm is not issued automatically or with direct signals. Experts decide on necessary action plans by evaluating the monitored
data and by using simple models. In addition, data is collected from parameters that are indirectly related to the process such as rain data. In most cases,
systems include different alarm levels and the data is made available only to
those responsible for managing natural hazards. For systems in Canton Ticino
all data are collected on a server and provided to the general public on a website.
Model-based expert systems aim to make spontaneous hazard processes predictable. The alarm time is complemented with a warning time and hence a
lead time in the range of hours and days is reached. Immense sensor networks
offer national or regional system coverage. The input data are mainly gained
through indirect monitoring parameters influencing the variable disposition
and trigger data. They are further processed in complex models and resulting
in final products (e.g. bulletins) published on a regular base for general public
and affected institutions.

local (13)

Each system class can be described though a typical system design which is
influenced by the identified characteristics. The design describes the
monitoring choice, the decision instances and their tresholds, expert and
model dependencies, data management and alternatives for implementing
measures of the integrated risk managment strategy (Figure 3).

authorities (4)

Threshold systems are systems with small lead times on the order of minutes
or seconds, installed for spontaneous natural hazard processes such as debris
7

Five out of 52 systems do not explicitly fit into one system class. The national
SED earthquake detection system is a typical example of such a system. By
counting the number of instances in which the system complies with the characteristics of any class, the appropriate class can be identified. Thus, the SED
system is classified as a threshold system, which is based on complex models
covering a national area. Another edge case system in the threshold system
8
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class is the CERTAS flood reporting system, which consists of a network of
38 local measuring stations that directly issue alarms to customers, if certain

Figure 4. System types and the influence of reliability relevant characteristics on the system reliability.

Figure 3. System designs: a) threshold, b) expert and c) model-based expert system.

water level thresholds are exceeded. A similar threshold approach is employed in the BLS rockfall system with a regional coverage. A rockfall system operated by the Swiss Federal Railway Company has a short lead time
similar to threshold systems, but complies in most characteristics with an expert system, because an expert is consulted and makes the final decision within seconds. The reason is that false alarms would cause high financial losses
to the company. The FireLess system was recently installed by WSL, on a
regional scale in Canton Ticino and Canton Valais, to predict forest fires and
is classified as model-based expert system, even though it is issuing an alarm
to the experts if a threshold is exceeded.

5

Identification of reliability criteria

The monitoring of the correct dynamic process parameters is ensured through the
right choice of sensor type, redundancies and their ideal position and fixation.



A suitable threshold value should be chosen. A high threshold leads to missed
events and a low leads to false alarms.



The logger is functional. Power supply at remote sites is required, technical failure
is reduced to a minimum and communicated automatically.



The alarm transmission from the detection area to the endangered objectives is reliable, ideally redundant and controlled.



The functionality of the alarm facilities/ equipment is ensured and controlled.



The technical complexity and the number of interfaces between the system components are kept to a minimum.

The reliability of expert systems is mainly influenced by the predefined
threshold and the decisions of the experts. Automated actions are not directly
implemented and the technical complexity is moderate. Uncertain parameters
are technical, human, data-related and organisational factors. The detection of
an event depends on the same reliability criteria as for the threshold system,
but is also dependent on the following criteria:

The overall reliability of a warning system is strongly related to the assigned
system characteristics per class and the resulting design (Figure 4).
The reliability of threshold systems mainly depends on the threshold and the
implementation of automated actions. The human influence and the technical
complexity are low. Uncertain parameters are technical and data-related factors. The following reliability criteria can be derived for this class:
9
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The data is transmitted to a server and made available to the experts.



The experts experience is high and their risk attitude neither too high nor too low.



The quality of models used is high and the indirect data are interpreted correctly.



Preventive and active actions are implemented in a timely manner.



The endangered objects are reached in a timely manner.
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The reliability of model-based expert systems is independent from thresholds
and the implementation of automated actions, but incorporates high human
influences, complex models and a high technical complexity. Uncertain parameters are technical, human, data-related, organisational- and standardisation-related factors. In addition to the factors illustrated above further criteria
are relevant for the system reliability:

6



Networks of several hundred sensors require a complex data management e.g. redundant servers and clear work and decision processes.



The data format and measuring stations should be standardised, to minor the influence of measuring failures, because the same failures occur in each measurement
and hence the data stay valid and comparable.
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Conclusion

Warning systems for natural hazards can be classified as i) threshold systems,
ii) expert systems and iii) model-based expert systems. The application of the
classification has revealed that each system class can be described by typical
system characteristics resulting in a typical system design. Systems that do
not explicitly fit into one system class can be classified to the class with the
highest compliance and variations can be described within the defined characteristics.
The classification does not limit the space for interpretation and further enhancement of warning systems, but allows a structured determination of reliability relevant criteria for each class. General influences on the overall system
reliability could be identified for each class, before reliability criteria could be
derived from the typical system characteristics. The characteristics of the
monitored hazard process determines the system lead time and drastically influences the system characteristics, design and hence the system reliability
criteria. The classification and the derived reliability criteria are essential inputs to develop a method for quantifying the overall reliability of warning
systems. In the next step each system class will be further analysed on a subsystem level to identify appropriate reliability methods.
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